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A lavish, full-color guidebook showcasing the most up-to-date innovations and latest trends in

efficient and successful small space design.Packed with detailed color photographs, comprehensive

layout illustrations, and essential information, 150 Best Tiny Homes is the ideal solution for making

the most of small living spacesÃ¢â‚¬â€•homes between 500 and 800 square feetÃ¢â‚¬â€•common

to contemporary urban environments. Inside youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find 150 homes from around the

worldÃ¢â‚¬â€•each a model of efficiency and an inspiration for designing and decorating a range of

compact dwellings.150 Best Tiny Homes offers a variety of tiny homes in natural environments as

well. Each has been created using site-sensitive designs that have a low environmental impact and

reflect the stunning natural beauty of its surroundings.This ultimate compendium brings together the

diversity of current trends in tiny home design and is an invaluable source of ideas for designers,

architects, and homeowners.
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The latest volume in the 150 Best series, 150 Best Tiny Home Ideas showcases a wide selection of

urban and rural homes from around the world that exemplify tiny home living. Filled with detailed,

full-color photographs, comprehensive layout illustrations, and informative descriptions,Ã‚Â this

useful guidebook responds to the space limitations of contemporary environments and highlights

the newest innovations in efficient and successful small-space design. In recent years, tiny homes

have not only become hugely popular because of their creative use of space but also necessary to



deal with increasingly crowded living conditions. In this lush volume, youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll discover the

most current and effective trends in tiny home design that work to enhance the comfort and

practicality of the home without sacrificing the design. Featuring 150 homes designed by

world-renowned architects and designers, 150 Best Tiny Home Ideas is the must-have resource for

those interested in the construction and design of small-space living.

Manel GutiÃƒÂ©rrez collaborates with various publishing houses specializing in architecture and

interior design. New Wood Kitchens, Waterside Homes, Wood Doors, and Small and Chic Interiors

are among his latest titles, which have been translated into several languages. He is based in

Barcelona.

Set up the way I like a book about houses. Lots of different houses. Great pictures inside and out

and with house plans.

Great pix and lots of cool ideas.

These are not your basic tiny homes. This tome is chock full of high style, creative, contemporary

dwellings that meld gorgeously with their surroundings and space constrictions. I especially enjoyed

how the homes were catalogued-by the environment they were in--urban, countryside, by the water,

etc. Whether you are actually considering building a tiny house or not, this book offers stunning

architecture and creative space solutions that would appeal to anyone interested in design.

I like the concept and the contents, but the printing quality is questionable. the color is off and all the

pictures feel a bit blur, not crisp clear, might caused by low printing dpi.

their version of tiny homes and mine are not the same....to me 1900+ sq foot home is not small to

me....so much of this not realistic for Tiny Homes

As someone attempting to design my own "tiny home," this book gave me plenty of ideas. Nearly

every house includes a floorplan and several images, giving the reader a glimpse of what each

house offers. It's definitely worthy of being both a coffee table book and a good reference book.

Beautifully photographed and lovely to look at the various designs but only about 1/2 are "tiny"



houses. Title is really misleading.

These shears are very durable and made of high quality material. i think it is very good , it's no

delayed. high quality and very value for this price . I have owned many knives over the years, but

this is the first real" bread product that I have ever owned. I really like the construction and design. It

works exactly as advertised. I have used it on bread and tomatoes and it did the job perfectly well. I

would recommend this product to anyone who needs a quality bread product."
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